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CMS Releases Medicare Physician Fee Schedule Proposed 
Rule 
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
released the proposed rule for the calendar year 
2022 (CY 2022) physician fee schedule on July 13. The 
key provisions in the proposed rule include a cut to 
the conversion factor to $33.58 in CY 2022, from $34.89 in CY 2021, reflecting the 
expiration of the 3.75% payment increase, a 0% conversion factor update and a budget 
neutrality adjustment. The proposed rule also includes proposals to expand access 
to telehealth for mental health services and delayed implementation of the payment 
penalty phase of the Appropriate Use Criteria program. For the Quality Payment 
Program, CMS proposes to offer seven optional Merit-based Incentive Payment System 
Value Pathways (MVPs) beginning in 2023. CMS also proposes to increase the Merit-
based Incentive Program System (MIPS) performance threshold score clinicians and 
groups must exceed to receive positive payment adjustments. 

WHA has been tracking, in particular, the telehealth proposals. The Consolidated 
Appropriations Act of 2021 removed geographic restrictions on telehealth behavioral 
health services and allowed them to be delivered to a patient’s home. CMS is 
proposing to implement that, along with requirements for regular in-person contact 
with a provider. CMS is also proposing to continue allowing audio-only telehealth, 
while including a modifier code noting that a provider had the capability to do audio/
video telehealth but that the service was provided via audio due to patient choice or 
limitations. 

Comments on the proposed rule are due Sept. 13. 

Gov. Evers Signs Biennial Budget Bill into Law
Enacted budget includes permanent reauthorization of Medicaid DSH funding
Gov. Tony Evers signed Wisconsin’s biennial budget into law today, July 8,
including WHA’s chief priority of permanently reauthorizing $104 million in 
Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funding for Wisconsin hospitals. This action 
ensures that gains achieved in the last state budget, which were authorized as one-
time funding, are not only reauthorized, but will be built into the base budget moving 
forward.

As covered in last week’s edition of The Valued Voice, the Wisconsin state Legislature 
approved the budget last week with bipartisan support in both chambers. That budget, 
along with its critical investments for Wisconsin’s hospitals and the Medicaid program, 
remains largely intact in the version Gov. Evers signed today. 

In a statement following the governor’s bill signing ceremony, WHA President and 
CEO Eric Borgerding said, “WHA applauds the Governor and the Legislature for both 
committing to critical hospital funding provided in this state budget. Today’s action by 
the Governor is the final step to ensure that $104 million in critical Disproportionate 
Share Hospital funding, which is provided to those hospitals serving a higher number of 
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https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2021-14973.pdf
https://www.wha.org/MediaRoom/WHANewsletter/2021/07-01-2021/Assembly,-Senate-Approve-State-Budget-on-Bipartisa
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(Gov. Evers Signs Biennial Budget Bill into Law . . . continued from page 1)

Medicaid patients, will not be cut in this next budget and can be relied 
on for future budgets.”

Borgerding also acknowledged the past progress the Legislature has 
made on improving Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) funding. 
“WHA has worked for the last decade, with lawmakers from both sides 
of the aisle, to improve DSH funding for our state’s hospitals. Today’s 
action is additional progress on this aim, supported by Republicans and 
Democrats alike, and would not have been possible without the strong 
support of several key champions in the Legislature, including members 
of the Joint Finance Committee, and the Governor,” Borgerding said.

In addition to making this critical DSH funding permanent, the budget 
bill passed by the Legislature and signed into law by Gov. Evers includes 

over $500 million in state General Purpose Revenue to continue operating the Medicaid program under current eligibility 
criteria. When matched with federal revenues, this additional state funding ensures that the Medicaid program has over $2.6 
billion to meet existing needs. 

The budget bill also provides $10 million to develop regionalized mental health crisis resources and extends postpartum 
Medicaid coverage for women by 30 days, both items WHA joined with a coalition of respective partners to support in the 
legislative process. 

Finally, the budget bill includes additional, WHA-supported investments in broadband expansion and additional investments in 
the Wisconsin Health Care Stability Plan to further stabilize or potentially reduce health insurance premiums for individuals. 

WHA worked hard to gain support for its priorities this budget, holding 40 virtual meetings with lawmakers, bringing members 
to speak at all Joint Finance Committee hearings and directly lobbying key members of the Legislature. In addition, WHA 
activated its Hospitals Education & Advocacy Team (HEAT) network to gain support from the Legislature to include these health 
care priorities and ask for Gov. Evers to sign them into law.

Management (Again) Wants Government Price Setting for Worker’s Comp 
Also wants restrictions on injured workers’ access to care 
The Worker’s Compensation Advisory Council (WCAC) members met and exchanged proposals this week, kicking off the 
negotiation between WCAC’s five voting members representing labor (Labor) and the five voting members representing 
management (Management) that is expected to result in what is often called the “agreed upon bill.” After introduction, the 
agreed upon bill is considered in the Legislature by the assigned Senate and Assembly committees. According to the Wisconsin 
Department of Workforce Development (DWD) website, the Legislature usually accepts the WCAC’s recommendations and 
forwards the bill to the governor, who signs the bill into law. A WCAC agreed upon bill, however, has not been approved by the 
Legislature and signed into law since 2016, due in large part to the controversial ideas the WCAC includes in the agreed upon bill.  

Despite the fact that premiums for worker’s compensation insurance continue plummeting in Wisconsin, Management once 
again included in its proposals for 2021 a medical fee schedule for hospitals. Management’s proposals also would require DWD 
to certify dispute resolution databases based on the average fees paid to health care providers. This would, in effect, establish 
a fee schedule and significantly limit reimbursement amounts for care provided by physicians, physical therapists, chiropractors 
and other health care practitioners. 

In addition, the Management proposal calls for employer-directed care for the injured worker’s first 90 days of treatment, 
except for care provided in the emergency department. To direct care, the proposal explains that the employer would specify 
a list of at least three physicians who are geographically accessible, plus three other health care providers. The proposal also 
would establish treatment guidelines that health care practitioners would be required to follow unless the insurer approves the 
practitioner’s recommended care in advance.  

Labor did not propose a medical fee schedule or restricted access to care, instead focusing its proposals on increasing 
disability and death benefits for injured workers, providing education and health benefits for the injured worker and his or her 
dependents and encouraging employer compliance with safety regulations, among other provisions. 
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Gov. Tony Evers signs the 2021-23 biennial budget bill  
into law on July 8, 2021.

https://www.wha.org/MediaRoom/WHANewsletter/2021/05-27-2021/WCRB-Proposes-Sixth-Consecutive-Workers%E2%80%99-Comp-Prem
http://www.wha.org/WisconsinHospitalAssociation/media/WHACommon/Government%20Relations/pdf/2021-management-wc-proposals7-13.pdf
https://www.wha.org/WisconsinHospitalAssociation/media/WHACommon/Government%20Relations/pdf/2021-labor-wc-proposals7-13.pdf
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(Management (Again) Wants Government Price Setting for Worker’s Comp . . . continued from page 2)

WHA President and CEO Eric Borgerding criticized Management’s proposals, saying, “It’s disappointing that management 
representatives would propose, again, 1970s-style government rate setting for worker’s compensation rather than encourage 
insurers to negotiate price and payment terms with health care providers, as the insurers do for group health and increasingly 
even government programs.” Borgerding also noted, “In late May, the Wisconsin Compensation Ratings Bureau recommended a 
5.44% reduction in worker’s compensation insurance premium rates beginning October 1. That would be the sixth consecutive 
year with reduced rates. And, again, data show Wisconsin workers receive exceptional health care with outcomes that are the 
best or among the best in the country. Government setting prices, coupled with the workplace deciding where people injured at 
that workplace can get care, doesn’t make sense.”

Harvard Business School Club of Wisconsin Honors Health System Leaders
Five Wisconsin health care CEOs named “Business Leader of the Year” 
Recognizing the leadership role Wisconsin hospitals and health systems played in responding to and fighting the prolonged 
COVID-19 pandemic and the unprecedented stress it placed on the state’s health care system and economy, the Harvard 
Business School Club of Wisconsin will honor the CEOs of five health systems with its Wisconsin Business leader of the Year 
Award. It is the first time that the club has awarded the accolade to more than one recipient.

The five health system CEOs receiving the Harvard Business School Club of Wisconsin award are:

• Alan Kaplan, CEO of UW Health
• Cathy Jacobson, president and CEO of Froedtert Health
• Bernie Sherry, CEO of Ascension Wisconsin
• Jim Skogsbergh, president and CEO of Advocate Aurora Health
• Chris Woleske, president and CEO of Bellin Health System

Lisa Wright, vice president of the Wisconsin Business Leader of the Year Program, told The Valued Voice, “The heart of the 
Business Leader of the Year Award is the recognition of exceptional leadership, impact, and innovation. There could have 
been an extensive list of deserving health care organization executives chosen for this year’s award. After thoughtful reflection 
and research, our committee selected the leaders of health care systems with the greatest reach caring for our state during 
the pandemic.” Wright continued, “They navigated issues for which there was no playbook—such as staffing optimization, 
supply chain challenges and operationalizing changing clinical protocols, all while ensuring the well-being of their front-line 
workers. Moreover, they acted in concert with one another in their COVID response, collaborating for the greater good of the 
communities they respectively serve.”

Wright added, “All of the nominees pointed to their teams as the true recipients of this award, and we applaud these heroes for 
their herculean efforts. Yet, an organization requires someone to direct the charge, and these five individuals embody leadership 
excellence in an unforgettably complex year.”

WHA President and CEO Eric Borgerding said, “The decision by the Harvard Business School Club of Wisconsin to pay tribute to 
the way hospitals and health systems stepped up to fight COVID with this year’s Business Leader of the Year Award appropriately 
underscores the role health care providers play in both the physical and the economic health of our state. While this award 
recognized five deserving health system leaders, the honor extends to the hospitals and health systems throughout the state 
whose dedicated staff work every day to keep their communities healthy and safe.”

The Business Leader of the Year Award will be presented to the health system leaders in an event co-hosted by the Harvard 
Business School Club of Wisconsin and the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel in September. 
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Vaccines Positively Affect Inpatient Admissions Trends
Since the peak of COVID-19, when 2,277 patients were hospitalized in the state on Nov. 17, 2020, Wisconsin hospitalizations 
have been falling steadily, and on June 25, 2021, hospitalizations fell below 100 statewide, the lowest point since WHA began 
tracking hospitalizations on April 2, 2020.

There are several reasons for this, but one is the increased number of Wisconsinites who have received their COVID-19 
vaccination. According to state data updated July 6, 50.5% of the state’s population, or 2,939,739 Wisconsinites, have received 
at least one dose of a vaccine, and 47.6%, or 2,772,554 Wisconsinites, have completed their vaccination series. While this is 
great progress, vaccinating even more individuals in Wisconsin will provide greater assurance that COVID-19 hospitalization rates 
remain low.

The WHA Information Center (WHAIC) is dedicated to collecting, analyzing and disseminating complete, accurate and timely data 
and reports about charges, utilization, quality and efficiency provided by Wisconsin hospitals, ambulatory surgery centers and 
other health care providers. To that end, a recent analysis of inpatient hospital claims shows an encouraging trend of decreased 
hospitalizations by age group following vaccine availability, indicating a correlation between vaccine administration and reduced 
COVID-19 symptoms resulting in hospital care. 

07/20/2021
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Data show that overall, the vaccination process has reduced admissions and specifically has reduced the percent of COVID 
hospitalizations among the state’s older population. Wisconsin began offering vaccines to residents over age 65, for example, on 
January 25, 2021, and immediately began to see a significant reduction in hospitalizations for all ages over 70. 

Overall COVID-19 hospitalizations have been dropping, and the age makeup of those in the hospital has been shifting from the 
older population (65+), which had access to early vaccination and an impressive uptake of the vaccine (85% of Wisconsinites 
65 and older have received at least one COVID-19 vaccination), to the younger populations, which did not have access to the 
vaccine until later and have not been seeking vaccination as rapidly. 

According to a Milwaukee Journal Sentinel article dated June 28, 2021, nearly all Wisconsinites who recently have died of 
COVID-19 were unvaccinated or not fully vaccinated. Specifically, Wisconsin Department of Health Services spokeswoman 
Elizabeth Goodsitt said, “Between March 1 and June 24, 95% of confirmed and probable COVID-19 deaths were among 
those who weren’t fully vaccinated.” Much more than a number, the family members, friends and loved ones of the 7,323 
Wisconsinites lost to this disease reflect the true toll COVID has taken on Wisconsin, underscoring the continued resolve needed 
to beat the virus.

Wisconsin hospitals and health systems have been on the front lines of COVID-19 for the past 15 months. Double-digit statewide 
hospitalizations are a welcome respite for hospitals caring for thousands of inpatients with COVID-19 through the fall of 
2020 and hundreds of inpatients with COVID-19 through the winter and spring of 2021. Initial data results show the value of 
vaccination to sustain this welcome and much-needed relief from the COVID-19 pandemic.  

*Wisconsin’s Vaccine Plan:

• Phase 1A (December 2020): Frontline health care workers, nursing home residents and staff, and residents and staff at assisted-living 
facilities.

• Phase 1B (January 25, 2021): Police, fire personnel and correctional staff were first eligible in Phase 1B, which then expanded to 
people 65 and older.

• Phase 1B Part Two (March 1, 2021): Education and childcare workers; people in Medicaid long-term care programs, such as IRIS 
and Family Care; public-facing essential workers, such as 911 operators, public transit workers, utility workers and food supply chain 
workers, including agricultural workers and retail food workers, non-frontline health care personnel; people in congregate living, such 
as those in mental health institutions or people who are incarcerated; mink husbandry workers.

• Phase 1C (March 22, 2021): People aged 16-to-64 with high-risk medical conditions.
• Phase 2 (April 5, 2021): Everyone else 16 years and older.
• Phase 2 (May 12, 2021): Everyone aged 12-15 years.
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Fundraising Campaign for Wisconsin Hospitals State PAC and Conduit Looks to 
Extend Momentum
The Wisconsin Hospitals State PAC and Conduit fundraising drive enters the second half of 2021 with 179,433 
raised to-date, or 55% of the campaign’s goal. The 2021 goal is to raise $325,000 from 300 individuals. So far 
this year, 123 individuals have personally contributed to the Wisconsin Hospitals State PAC and Conduit. Of that 
number, nine are first-time contributors.  

See the complete list of 2021 contributors below. 

“Our goal this year is to not only raise $325,000 in 2021, but also to increase the number of individuals 
participating in this important program,” said WHA 2021 Advocacy Chair Mike Wallace. “Whether you can contribute $2,500, $250, 
or $25, the more individuals that participate, the larger our base of support and the stronger our collective advocacy,” Wallace 
continued.

The fundraising campaign runs through the 2021 calendar year. Personal contributions can be submitted at any time online at www.
whconduit.com or by contacting WHA Vice President of Advocacy Kari Hofer at 608-268-1816.  
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Political Action Fundraising Campaign Contributors (as of July 8, 2021)

Contributors $10,000+ (Leaders Circle)
Borgerding, Eric & Dana Wisconsin Hospital Association
Size, Tim & Pat Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative
Skogsbergh, Jim Advocate Aurora Health

Contributors $5,000 to $7,499 (Leaders Circle)
Boatwright, Damond Hospital Sisters Health System
Jacobson, Catherine Froedtert Health
Kammer, Peter The Kammer Group
Meyer, Daniel Aurora BayCare Medical Center
Olson, David & Alig, Joanne Froedtert Health & Wisconsin Hospital Association
Sherry, Bernie Ascension Wisconsin
Troy, Peggy & Ron Children’s Wisconsin 
Turney, Sue Marshfield Clinic Health System

Contributors $3,000 to $4,999 (Platinum Club)
Brenton, Stephen Froedtert Health
Harding, Edward Aurora Medical Center - Bay Area
Kachelski, Joe Wisconsin Statewide Health Information Network
Killoran, Carrie Advocate Aurora Health
Lewis, Gordon Burnett Medical Center
Mettner, Michelle Children’s Wisconsin 
Natzke, Ryan Marshfield Clinic Health System
O’Brien, Kyle Wisconsin Hospital Association
Potter, Brian Wisconsin Hospital Association
Russell, John Prairie Ridge Health
Santulli, William Advocate Aurora Health
Standridge, Debra Retired
Stanford, Matthew Wisconsin Hospital Association
Wallace, Michael Fort HealthCare

Contributors $2,000 to $2,999 (Gold Club)
Erickson, Susan UnityPoint Health-Meriter
Francisco, Margo SSM Health - Wisconsin, Inc.
Hoelter, Jon Wisconsin Hospital Association
Hofer, Kari Wisconsin Hospital Association
Levin, Jeremy Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative
Marquardt, Amy Froedtert Health
McKevett, Timothy Beloit Health System
Newson, Reginald Ascension Wisconsin
Schulze, Connie UW Health
Van Meeteren, Robert Reedsburg Area Medical Center
White-Jacobs, Mary Beth Black River Memorial Hospital
Woleske, Chris Bellin Health System

Contributors $1,500 to $1,999 (Gold Club)
Bagnall, Andrew HSHS Wisconsin
Barth, Andrew HSHS - Sacred Heart Hospital
Bauer, Jessica Aurora Medical Center Summit
Curran-Meuli, Jane Monroe Clinic, a member of SSM Health
DeGroot, Dan Stoughton Health
Dietsche, James Bellin Health System
Edwards, Gordon Marshfield Clinic Health System
Euclide, Jeff Marshfield Medical Center - Ladysmith
Franklin, Nathan Gundersen Health System
Gisi, Dale ThedaCare
Hilt, Monica Ascension Wisconsin
McCawley, Thomas Beloit Health System
Miller, Thomas Aurora BayCare Medical Center
Mueller, Jennifer WHA Information Center
Rohrbach, Dan Southwest Health
Schafer, Mike Spooner Health System
Schnedler, Lisa Upland Hills Health
Sexton, William Retired
Vandenhouten, Peter Bellin Health System
Whelan, David Children’s Wisconsin
Woltman, Meghan Advocate Aurora Health
Wolters, Brad Marshfield Clinic Health System
Zenk, Ann Wisconsin Hospital Association

Contributors $1,000 to $1,499
Bass, Robert Reedsburg Area Medical Center
Bloch, Jodi Children’s Wisconsin 
Green, Christopher Wisconsin Hospital Association
Hanus, Andrew Advocate Aurora Health
Hartberg, David Vernon Memorial Healthcare
Just, Lisa Aurora Medical Center in Kenosha
Larson, Leigh Ann Wisconsin Hospital Association
Roesler, Bruce The Richland Hospital, Inc.
Thompson, Mark SSM Health - Wisconsin, Inc.
Waldoch, Tim Ascension Wisconsin

Contributors $500 to $999
Allen, Nadine Wisconsin Hospital Association
Augsburger, Marc Edgerton Hospital and Health Services
Borchert, Barry Reedsburg Area Medical Center
Cronrath, Corey Marshfield Clinic Health System - Eau Claire
Dexter, Donn Mayo Clinic Health System - Eau Claire

(continued on page 7)
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(Political Action Fundraising Campaign Contributors . . . continued from page 6)

Johnson, Brian Aurora BayCare Medical Center
Larson, Margaret (Peg) Ascension NE Wisconsin - Mercy Campus
Levin, Jeremy Rural Wisconsin Health Cooperative
Lietz, Kelly Wisconsin Hospital Association
Lux, Teri Froedtert & MCW-Froedtert Menomonee Falls
Melms, William Marshfield Clinic Health System
Nelson, James Fort HealthCare
Prise, Eric Tomah Health
Rakowski, Mark Children’s Wisconsin 
Rude, Nels The Kammer Group
Stamas, Peter Ascension SE WI Hospital - Elmbrook Campus
Statsick, Nora Wisconsin Hospital Association
Williams, Janice WHA Information Center

Contributors $1 to $499
Abey, Michelle Stoughton Health
Ambord, Hannet Reedsburg Area Medical Center
Anderson, Sandy HSHS - Sacred Heart Hospital
Bjorklund, Chris Reedsburg Area Medical Center
Brabant, Christopher HSHS - St. Clare Memorial Hospital
Breen, Melissa Marshfield Clinic Health System
Byrne, Frank Forward Health Group
Collins, Sherry Wisconsin Hospital Association
Decker, Michael Aspirus Divine Savior Hospital & Clinics

Dettman, Amy Bellin Health System
Dux, Larry Froedtert & MCW-Froedtert Menomonee Falls
Fleuette, Laurie Wisconsin Hospital Association
Foster, Angelia Marshfield Medical Center - Beaver Dam
Hanaman, Alison Edgerton Hospital and Health Services
Hermel, Cindy Aspirus Wausau Hospital
Koebke, Troy Bellin Health System
Lally, David HSHS Wisconsin
Lee, Don Ascension Wisconsin
Luehring, Sally HSHS - St. Vincent Hospital
Mays, Laura Stoughton Health
McCawley, Tom Beloit Health System
McCoic, Kristie Gundersen St. Joseph’s Hospital & Clinics
Norell, Brett Holy Family Memorial, Inc.
Pomasl, Julie Aurora BayCare Medical Center
Rose, Laura Retired
Roundy, Ann Prairie Ridge Health
Sanders, Michael 1100 Partners
Schroeder, Heather Aurora BayCare Medical Center
Selvick, Carl Fort HealthCare
Shear, Ryan Reedsburg Area Medical Center
Sprecher, Lon Consultant
Stephens, Brian Door County Medical Center
Tucker, Jeffrey Marshfield Clinic Health System
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